DIDO KART 2 MDX-2

Game - Dido Kart 2
Monitor - 42” LCD
Watt Consumed - 850 W
Power Required - 1/220V / 110V
No. of Occupants - 2 Players
Occupant Weight Limit - 150 KGS Per Car
Dimensions - 271(W) X 248(D) X 245(H) cm
Degree of Movement - ROLL: ±6° / PITCH: ±6° Per Car

Highlight Designs:
- Deluxe Motion / Cam-type & 2-axis interactive orthogonal motion base
- Interactive function brings Real Feel from playing
- Motion cabinet moves forward and backward, right and left as the game is played

Attractive Game Features:
- Adorable animal characters
- Interesting game items
- Head-to-head competition; Link up to 4 machines per race

Suitable for all ages, especially for children and female players
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5 Wild Pilots

- Speedy
- Armspoon
- Lancelot
- Bully-Shark
- Bonnie

6 Breathtaking Tracks

- Sakura Matsuri
- Street Battle
- Clouded Cliff
- Halloween Trick
- Ancient Arena
- Pirate Bay

Card System & Equip Shop

- Get your card ready
- Win game points
- Save player’s data & info
- Upgrade at Equip Shop